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Celebrate the 26th anniversary of the Dogfish Head Craft Brewery with this rich, adventurous
history The Dogfish Head Book: 26 Years of Off-Centered Adventures celebrates a quartercentury in business for the Dogfish Head Craft Brewery. Over the past 26 years, the Dogfish
Head founders have learned timeless lessons about working and living. This book shares their
hard-earned insights and helps readers navigate life’s adventures. Through its colorful design
and photos, The Dogfish Head Book brings the brewing business to life. Inside, you’ll find
wisdom and entertainment in the form of memorabilia, photos, and the Dogfish Head Rules of
Thumb. Food and beer lovers, entrepreneurs, and business professionals alike will enjoy this
unique book, which also makes a perfect gift for any Dogfish Head fan or craft beer enthusiast.
Since its start in 1995, Dogfish Head has grown exponentially to become one of the most
celebrated craft breweries in the United States. This book lets you tour the history of the iconic
brand without leaving home. Recounts the rich history of the Dogfish Head Brewery and
Distillery Explores the founders’ unique and successful business philosophy Reveals new
details about the future of this fast-growing brewery Celebrates the 26th anniversary of Dogfish
Head Paired nicely with any Dogfish Head beer, The Dogfish Head Book: 26 Years of OffCentered Adventures is a living guide to business and life—the Dogfish way!
The Complete Regional Guide to Craft Beer With quality beer producers popping up all over
the nation, you don’t have to travel very far to taste great beer; some of the best stuff is
brewing right in your home state. Beer Lover’s New England features breweries, brewpubs,
and beer bars geared toward brew enthusiasts looking to seek out the best beers New
England has to offer, from bitter seasonal IPAs to rich, dark stouts. Written by a local beer
expert, Beer Lover’s New England covers the entire beer experience for the proud, local
enthusiast and the traveling visitor alike, including: Brewery and beer profiles with tasting notes
and full-color photosMust-visit brewpubs and beer barsTop annual beer festivals, tastings, and
eventsClone beer recipes for homebrewersn and hobbyistsFood recipes made with local craft
beerBeer-centric city trip itineraries with pub-crawl maps
1st Place Winner of the 2012 Gourmand Award for Best in the World in the Beer category. For
millennia, beer has been a favorite beverage in cultures across the globe. After water and tea,
it is the most popular drink in the world, and it is at the center of a $450 billion industry. Edited
by Garrett Oliver, the James Beard Winner for Outstanding Wine, Beer, or Spirits Professional,
this is the first major reference work to investigate the history and vast scope of beer. The
Oxford Companion to Beer features more than 1,100 A-Z entries written by 166 of the world's
most prominent beer experts. Attractively illustrated with over 140 images, the book covers
everything from the agricultural makeup of various beers to the technical elements of the
brewing process, local effects of brewing on regions around the world, and the social and
political implications of sharing a beer. Entries not only define terms such as "dry hopping" and
"cask conditioning" but give fascinating details about how these and other techniques affect a
beer's taste, texture, and popularity. Cultural entries shed light on such topics as pub games,
food pairings and the development of beer styles. Readers will enjoy vivid accounts of how our
drinking traditions have changed throughout history, and how these traditions vary in different
parts of the world, from Japan to Mexico, New Zealand, and Brazil, among many other
countries. The pioneers of beer-making are the subjects of biographical entries, and the
legacies these pioneers have left behind, in the form of the world's most popular beers and
breweries, are recurrent themes throughout the book. Packed with information, this
comprehensive resource also includes thorough appendices (covering beer festivals, beer
magazines, and more), conversion tables, and an index. Featuring a foreword by Tom
Colicchio, this book is the perfect shelf-mate to Oxford's renowned Companion to Wine and an
absolutely indispensable volume for everyone who loves beer as well as all beverage
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professionals, including home brewers, restaurateurs, journalists, cooking school instructors,
beer importers, distributors, and retailers, and a host of others.
The fun and friendly guide to all things beer Beer has always been one of the world's most
popular beverages; but recently, people have embraced the rich complexities of beer's many
varieties. Now, with Beer For Dummies you can quickly and enjoyably educate your
palate—from recognizing the characteristics of ales, lagers, and other beer styles to
understanding how to taste and evaluate beer. The author, a beer connoisseur, shares his own
expertise on this subject, revealing his picks for the best beer festivals, tastings, and events
around the world as well as his simple tips for pouring, storing, and drinking beer like an expert
brewmeister. New coverage on the various styles of beer found around the world including:
real ale, barrel aged/wood aged beer, organic brews, and extreme beer Updated profiles on
the flavor and body of each beer, explaining why beers taste the way they do, as well as their
strengths and ideal serving temperatures How to spot the best beers by looking at the bottle,
label, and a properly poured beer in its ideal glass The essentials on beer-and-food pairings
and the best ways to introduce beer into your cooking repertoire From information on
ingredients like hops, malt, and barley to the differences between lagers and ales, this friendly
guide gives you all the information you need to select and appreciate your next brew.
"Leveraging her love and knowledge of fine beer, Ashley Routson's book highlights how and
why craft beer is such a popular (and growing) industry"-Imagine the chance to ask questions to some of the most respected brewmasters in America…
What would you ask them? What would you want to know? If you’re ready for the inside scoop
on the craft beer revolution from some of America's most respected breweries, then you need
to buy the One More Beer, Please (Boxed Set)! It’s the Largest Collection of Brewery
Interviews in History and for the first time it is available in one package! One More Beer,
Please (The Complete Box Set) has over 300 breweries answer questions like: - What’s the
next big thing in the craft beer industry? - What is the actual difference between a Porter and a
Stout? - How do you open a brewery and what does it cost? - Who in the industry is doing it
best? - What beers do brewers actually drink? - Do IBU’s still matter? and so much more....
We interview everyone from mammoth craft breweries like Anderson Valley Brewing, Maui
Brewing, or Victory Brewing Company to small micro and nano breweries run out of a garage!
Breweries that have been around for decades and breweries that are new and making a big
splash! Heck, we even interviewed real life monks who make beer to support their ministry.
This is one of the most interesting books about beer written in the last decade. The vast
amount of different people we spoke with gives a truly eye opening glimpse into what craft beer
is all about! ? BUY NOW, and enjoy the LARGEST COLLECTION OF BREWERY
INTERVIEWS IN HISTORY! ? If you enjoyed The Beer Bible by Jeff Alworth or Brewing Up a
Business by Sam Calagione than you will love One More Beer, Please! This one-of-a-kind
book asks breweries some poignant questions about their operations, products, their take on
the industry, and what’s coming next! As a beer geek, you know we live in the undisputed best
moment in history! ? BUY NOW, and get your chance to hear from Brewmasters and Brewery
Owners like never before! ? The craft of brewing beer has never seen more innovation and
growth, yet for the purist the selection of traditional old world ales has never been greater.
Does the thought of a freshly hopped local IPA send chills down your spine? Perhaps you
crave a deliciously simple ice cold pilsner crafted to perfection? Beer is personal to me and if it
is to you too, grab these books today and show your support for the industry that brought us
new friendships and a place to call a second home. This CAN’T MISS BOOK makes the
perfect gift for any Craft Beer Lover! The One More Beer, Please (Boxed Set) provides an
AMAZING peek behind the scenes at what it takes to make great beer! Owners tell us how
they got started and where they see this industry going! This was compiled by someone who
truly loves great ales and gets candid answers about all things craft beer. Whether you are
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new to craft beer or have been homebrewing your whole life, this book will keep you
entertained! The people behind these companies are leaders and trailblazers. Get to know
more about American breweries and what makes them some of the greatest job creators and
innovators on the planet! So if you're ready for the ULTIMATE BEER BOOK, it’s time to make
the One More Beer, Please (Boxed Set) part of your collection. ? BUY NOW, and savor this
book with your favorite ale today! ?
Prohibition came early to Kansas in 1881, driving more than 125 breweries out of business or
underground. Refusing to even vote on the 1933 national repeal, the state remained dry until
1948, with liquor by the drink finally being approved in 1987. Lawrence's Chuck Magerl worked
with the legislature to pen new laws allowing something (little known at the time) called a
"microbrewery." Chuck started the state's first brewery in over a century, appropriately named
Free State Brewing Company. John Dean of Topeka's Blind Tiger Brewery counts more
awards than any other brewer in the state, including Champion Brewer at the World Beer Cup
in 2014. Props & Hops Brewing, in tiny Sylvan Grove, is owned and operated by an
enterprising pilot who also owns and operates a crop-dusting business on the weekdays.
Author Bob Crutchfield explores the state's breweries and recounts the Sunflower State's
hoppy history.

Techniques and recipes for fast-fermenting beers, ciders, meads and more.
Speed Brewing is the perfect guide for beginners and anyone who wants to add
something new and fast to brew to their repertoire!
Shake up your homebrewing routine with the masters. From the mad scientists
who brought you Experimental Homebrewing comes an all-new type of brewing
book. For the first time, drop by the garage - err, we mean brewery - of 25 of
today's most talented homebrewers. Pick their brains about ingredients and
equipment, learn their techniques, and of course, try their recipes. Among the
brewers in this book, you'll find traditionalists and rule-breakers, gear nerds and
the science-obsessed. Start a solera with Mike Tonsmeire, talk temperature
control with John Palmer, or tweak your pH with Martin Brungard. Featured
brewers also include: Fred Bonjour, Amanda Burkemper, Chris Colby, Kent
Fletcher, Joe Formanek, Lars Marius Garshol, Jeff Gladish, Gary Glass, Janis
Gross, Mary Izett, Annie Johnson, Brandon Jones, Mike Karnowski, Mike "Tasty"
McDole, Marshall Schott, Nathan Smith, Curt Stock, Gordon Strong, Roxanne
Westendorf, Keith Yager, and two guys named Denny and Drew. Brewers cover
their favorite malts, hops, and yeasts, and recipes include a wide variety of
styles, from IPAs and stouts to saisons and lagers. Whether you're looking to
become the best brewer ever or simply looking for a new recipe to try this
weekend, this book is a home run.
Brewing craft and artisanal beer has become a labor of love for enthusiasts and
epicures the world over, with new people joining the ranks every year. The
Brewer's Apprentice is a behind-the-scenes guide to all aspects of this classic art.
However, instead of simply sharing brewing recipes, tasting guides, or buying
recommendations as many other books do, our book gives readers unique
insights into craft brewing culture, and let the “masters” speak in their own
words. In a series of in-depth profiles, the legends, innovators, rising stars of the
beer world share their deep reserves of brew knowledge, insider tips, recipes,
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and more. Inside you'll learn:-Sourcing the best ingredients, brewing “locally”
and seasonally-Farm-to-table brewing: hops, barley, wheat, and more-Setting up
your homebrewing workshop-Brewing chemistry: how does it all
work?-Nontraditional ingredients, extreme brews, and novelty drinks-Meads,
lambics, ciders, and other nectars of the gods-Barrel-aging beers
The world of charcuterie is at your fingertips Even if you’ve never cooked a slab
of bacon in your life, you can prepare sausage and cured meats at home! In
Charcuterie for Dummies, you’ll learn everything you could possibly need to get
started, from choosing the right gear and finding quality raw ingredients, all the
way through taking your parties to the next level with epic charcuterie boards.
Salami, bacon, prosciutto, and good-old-fashioned sausage are all on the menu
with Charcuterie for Dummies. Author and meat master Mark LaFay will help you
keep things safe and sanitary, equip you with some seriously awesome recipes,
and teach you a thing or two about which beers and wines to serve up with your
meat. Choose a chapter and get started! Get started curing meats at home with
the highest quality raw ingredients, equipment, and recipes Make everything from
sausage and bacon to prosciutto, salami, and more Learn how to pair your
homemade meats with jams, nuts, cheeses, and pickles for epic charcuterie
boards Take your new hobby to the next level with more advanced recipes and
beverage pairings Whether you’re a total beginner or coming in with some
previous knowledge, Charcuterie for Dummies will unleash your culinary
creativity!
"A resource guide for both beginners and beer geeks explaining beer styles and
characteristics, taste elements, interactions, and providing specific food
pairings"-This encyclopedia presents the many sides of America's ongoing relationship
with alcohol, examining the political history, pivotal events, popular culture, and
advances in technology that have affected its consumption. • More than 100 A–Z
entries describe the culture and history of alcohol, including the drinks
themselves, concepts, business aspects, entertainment, regulations, social
aspects, organizations, events, rituals, use in religions, and effects on health •
Compiles all-original information from 32 distinguished international and
American scholars and journalists • Offers a number of historical and
contemporary photographs • Extensive bibliography provides additional
suggested reading
Beer. Friends. Fun. Put them together, and you have a beer fest! Join M. B.
Mooney as he travels the United States to bring you the delights of Beer Fest
USA. While beer has always been an important part of American culture, the last
three decades have seen an explosion in the popularity of craft brews and
microbrews, and, along with them, beer festivals. Modeled on their German
counterparts such as Munich's Oktoberfest, beer festivals allow brewers to
introduce customers to their creations, to educate the public about the
differences between various craft beers, to learn from beer drinkers, and to
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promote friendship. Beer Fest USA introduces beer enthusiasts—novices and
seasoned beer geeks alike—to thirteen of the biggest and best beer festivals in
the US, giving you a taste of the unique history and flavor of each. So get ready
to drink up, laugh with friends, and start planning your next beer festival vacation.
"American Sour Beers details American innovations and adaptations of traditional
sour beer brewing techniques, exploring many processes and ingredients. Advice
and practical applications for brewers of all levels are provided"-“Yes, great beer can change your life,” writes chef Schuyler Schultz in Beer,
Food, and Flavor. Here is your authoritative guide to exploring the diverse array
of flavors found in craft beer—and the joys of pairing those flavors with great food
to transform everyday meals into culinary events. Armed with the precise tasting
techniques and pairing strategies offered inside, participating in the growing craft
beer community is now easier than ever. Beer, Food, and Flavor will enable you
to learn about the top craft breweries in your region, seek out new beer styles
and specialty brews with confidence, create innovative menus, and pair craft beer
with fine food, whether at home or while dining out.
Here's a fun guide to discover the nuances of artisan beers from lagers and ales
to porters and stouts. Tasting profiles from the booklet get the ball rolling—they
break down beer into style categories and include information on each variety's
background, flavors, aromas, and unique character.
A comprehensive guide to the brewpubs and breweries of New England
Gourmand Awards winner---Beer category, USA. "Like a lot of cheese experts,
I'm convinced that the ultimate companion to cheese is, and always will be, great
craft beer. Don't believe me? Try it for yourself. This beautiful, well-researched
and tastefully written tome is the perfect accompaniment to your journey.
Cheers!"---Greg Koch, CEO & Co-Founder, Stone Brewing Co. / Stone Brewing
World Bistro & Gardens "The rise in cheese connoisseurship has coincided with
a delicious growth in quality beer appreciation. Janet draws on her keen palate to
describe nuances in the many different beer styles and then recommends great
cheese partners for each category. Cheese & Beer is an excellent guide that
explains how different beers are crafted and what gives these different types their
synergies with superior cheeses."---Max McCalman, author, Mastering Cheese
Cheese & Beer capitalizes on the rapidly growing audience for craft beer in the
U.S. and the enthusiasm these passionate beer fans have for good cheese.
Enhanced by the author's reputation as a journalist and cheese authority, the
book fills a wide-open niche for consumer guidance in pairing craft beer and
cheese. The beer enthusiast who wants to know which cheeses to pair with an
IPA, porter or Trappist ale can easily find a recommendation. Each style entry
includes: Style Notes: a description of that beer style---what defines it from the
brewer's perspective, and what to expect from the beverage in the glass. Beers
to Try: Several recommended craft beers in that style, both domestic and
imported. Some of the breweries included from across the country are: Boulevard
Brewing (Kansas City, MO), Allagash Brewing (Portland, ME), Brooklyn Brewery
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(Brooklyn, NY), Firestone Walker (Paso Robles CA), Great Divide (Denver, CO),
and Rogue Ales (Newport OR). Cheese Affinities: In general terms, what types of
cheeses pair well with that style and why. Cheeses to Try: Brief profiles of three
well-distributed cheeses (domestic and imported) specifically recommended for
that style and why More Cheeses to Try: A list of other cheeses to pair with that
beer style—so that every reader should be able to find at least a couple of the
recommended cheeses The introductory chapter includes general advice on
pairing cheese and beer; and on selecting, storing and presenting cheese. Six
themed platters give readers ideas for entertaining with beer and cheese.
Vols. 2, 4-11, 62-68 include the Society's Membership list; v. 55-80 include the
Journal of applied mechanics (also issued separately) as contributions from the
Society's Applied Mechanics Division.
Packed with recipes, expert advice, step-by-step photos, and more, this official
guide from Brew Your Own is a necessity for anyone who's into homebrew. For
more than two decades, America's homebrewers have turned to Brew Your Own
magazine for the best information on making incredible beer at home. From welltested recipes to expert advice, Brew Your Own sets the standard for quality.
Now, for the first time, the magazine's best homebrew guides, recipes,
troubleshooting, and tips are brought together in one book. The Brew Your Own
Big Book of Homebrewing is the ultimate all-in-one homebrew book. It's a firsttime homebrewer's best friend, explaining the entire brewing process from start to
finish with step-by-step photography. Yet it has plenty for the experienced
homebrewer as well, including: - Fully-illustrated guides for making the jump to allgrain brewing and for setting up your first kegging system - More than 50 soughtafter recipes to craft your favorite breweries' beers - A deep dive on brewing
ingredients - The most useful troubleshooting features and tips from the pros
from two decades of the magazine Whether you're looking to get into brewing, up
your game, or find inspiration for your next brew day, this book has what you
need.
On just about every continent, from Boston’s strong ale to Norwegian stout, there are people
brewing great beer. From English ales to Czech lager, Belgian sour to American pale ale,
German Berliner Weisse to Australian Adelaide sparkling ale, the number of brewed beers is
big and increasing daily. Award-winning author Tim Hampson explores beers from four
continents, marvelling at how from such simple notes – malt, hops, water and yeast – a
symphony of tastes and colours can be created. He discovers dark beers, light beers, sour
beers, imperial stouts, beers flavoured with honey, herbs and spices, and beers that have been
matured in wooden barrels that once stored some of the world’s best whiskies. The world of
beer is undergoing a revolution. This wide-ranging selection will give any beer fan a tour of the
world through their favourite drink.
One of the most exciting and dynamic segments of today’s craft brewing scene , Americanbrewed sour beers are designed intentionally to be tart and may be inoculated with souring
bacteria, fermented with wild yeast or fruit, aged in barrels or blended with younger beer. Craft
brewers and homebrewers have adapted traditional European techniques to create some of
the world’s most distinctive and experimental styles. This book details the wide array of
processes and ingredients in American sour beer production, with actionable advice for each
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stage of the process. Inspiration, education and practical applications for brewers of all levels
are provided by some of the country’s best known sour beer brewers.
Over the past two hundred years, Western North Carolina has evolved from a mountainous
frontier known for illicit moonshine production into a renowned destination for craft beer. Follow
its story from the wild days of saloons and the first breweries of the 1870s through one of the
longest Prohibitions in the nation. Eventually, a few bold entrepreneurs started the first modern
breweries in Asheville, and formerly dry towns and counties throughout the region started to
embrace the industry. The business of beer attracts jobs, tourists and dollars, as well as mixed
emotions, legal conundrums and entrepreneurial challenges. Join award-winning beer writer
Anne Fitten Glenn as she narrates the storied history of brewing in Western North Carolina.
Classifying the world's great lagers, ales, stouts, porters, wheat beers, and sour beers is a
complex and tricky thing. This new innovation system to 165 different substyles is different in a
number of ways. It can be used royalty free (under specific guidelines) by any author in their
articles, books, blogs, and such. Most existing systems do not accommodate the new
variations on styles such as the Fruited Double Rye IPA or FRIPA or the Chocolate Mole Stout
(CHMST). It is available in many formats including this PDF ebook, a website, JPG image,
HTML table, and a variety of searchable and sortable spreadsheets like Open Office Calc and
Excel. A new set of abbreviations makes it handy to use the system in reviews or describing
hybrid brewing styles or when blending your own beer. A set of suffix codes specify specific
treatments like as (B) bourbon wood aging, (UN) unfiltered, and (BO) for bottle conditioned.
???2014?Gourmand Awards??????? ???2015????E?O??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????——???????????——?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????——??????????????????????
???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ——???????Robert Wolke?????????? ??
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ——????????Deborah Blum???????????
?????????????????????????Wayne Curtis????????????And a Bottle of
Rum????????????????????????? ——?????????Jeffrey Morgenthaler???????????????????The
Bar Book??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——????????Clive Thompson???????????Smarter Than You Think???
?????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????Jim Meehan???PDT??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????Jeff
Potter??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ——??????Carl Zimmer??????????Parasite Rex and A
Planet of Viruses???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
——???????Adam Savage?????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ——???????Vince Oleson??Widow Jane????????????? ???????……????
??????????????????????????????????……????????????????????????????????????
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——??????Dan Garrison?????????? ?????……???????????????????????????? ——??????
?????????????? ——???????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ——??????? ????????????????????????????????????? ——?T??? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——??
?????????????????? ——????????
??????????????????……???????????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????
?????????????? ——?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????……????????????????????????? ——??????
??????????????……???????????????????????????????????? ——????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????The Fabric of the
Cosmos?????????????????????????????????????????? ——?Imbibe???
??????????????????????????????????????? ——??????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ——?????????????
???????????????……??????????????????????????????????????? ——??????? ??? ???? (??)
No matter what style of craft beer you brew - Standard American Beer, International, Czech,
Pale Malty European Lager, Pale Bitter, Amber Malty, Amber Bitter, Dark European, Strong
Beer, German Wheat, British Bitter, Brown British, Scottish Ale, Irish Beer, Dark British, Strong
British, Pale American, Amber & Brown American, American Porter & Stout, IPA, Strong
American, Sour Ale, Belgian, Trappist Ale, Historical Beer, American Wild Ale, Fruit Beer,
Spiced, Smoked, Wood-Aged or Specialty Beer. No matter what equipment you prefer ... How
to become a Brewing Guru? It's time to start keeping a record! The logbook is a must-have
accessory for every beer brewing process nerd. Journal is as important as a brew pot or barrel,
hydrometer, or even yeast & hop. A handy, portable 6x9 pocket-sized 106-page notebook with
organized space for process logging, Style Guidelines and Hop Variety Chart and Hop
Substitutions. Whether you're a seasoned pro or a beginner, The Beer Brewing Journal will
help you achieve your best craft beer batch yet! It also makes the perfect thoughtful gift for
your favorite brewer, brewmaster or beer maker
American Sour Beers

Featuring an introduction by the owner of San Diego's award-winning AleSmith Brewing
Company, a guide for craft beer aficionados provides tasting notes, menus and recipes
while offering pairing suggestions and explaining how to integrate craft beer into the
local and sustainable American food movement.
Become the Home Brewing Guru! No matter what style of craft beer you brew Standard American Beer, International, Czech, Pale Malty European Lager, Pale Bitter,
Amber Malty, Amber Bitter, Dark European, Strong Beer, German Wheat, British Bitter,
Brown British, Scottish Ale, Irish Beer, Dark British, Strong British, Pale American,
Amber & Brown American, American Porter & Stout, IPA, Strong American, Sour Ale,
Belgian, Trappist Ale, Historical Beer, American Wild Ale, Fruit Beer, Spiced, Smoked,
Wood-Aged or Specialty Beer. No matter what equipment you prefer ... It's time to start
keeping a record! This logbook is a must-have accessory for every beer brewing
process nerd. A Journal is as important as a brew pot, hydrometer, or even yeast &
hop. A handy, portable 6x9 pocket-sized 105-page notebook with the Hop Variety Chart
and Hop Substitutions and the Beer Style Guidelines was born for you! Whether you're
a seasoned pro or a beginner, The Beer Brewing Journal will help you achieve your
best craft beer batch yet! It also makes the perfect thoughtful gift for your favorite
brewer, brewmaster or beer maker!
In The NEW IPA, Scott Janish scours through hundreds of academic studies, collecting
and translating the relevant hop science into one easily digestible book. Through
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experiments, lab tests, discussions with researchers, and interviews with renowned and
award-winning commercial brewers, the NEW IPA will get you to think differently about
brewing processes and ingredient selection that define today's hop-forward beers. It's a
must-have book for those that love to brew hoppy hazy beer and a scientific guide for
those who want to push the limits of hop flavor and aroma!
“If you need a little beer brush-up, or know someone who does, Drinkology Beer is one
of the most fun educational beverage reads we’ve had in years” (LA Weekly). So a
guy or a gal walks into a bar and orders a . . . what? A Belgian lambic? A German
Hefeweizen? An American barley wine? Today, with thousands of beers being made in
the US and many, many imported ales and lagers available at taverns and retailers, the
once-simple decision to have a beer may feel a little like drowning. Drinkology Beer to
the rescue. James Waller’s new book is written especially for beer lovers who have no
idea what “sparge” or “IBU” might mean. After covering the basics of brewing, Waller
provides an informative, witty, and accessible compendium of the globe’s beer styles,
ranging from Abbey Ale to Zwickel. With special features including a roundup of “beer
culture” (such as beer songs and movies about beer), notes on touring breweries, and
a selection of beer-cocktail recipes and food dishes you can make with beer, Drinkology
Beer is a beer book completely unlike any other. “The budding beer aficionado in your
life will smile when you hand him a gift-wrapped copy of James Waller’s Drinkology
Beer: A Book About the Brew.” —Richmond Times-Dispatch
2014 Gold Medal Winner from the North American Guild of Beer Writers for Best Beer
Book Like good wine, certain beers can be aged under the right conditions to enhance
and change their flavors in interesting and delicious ways. Good candidates for
cellaring are either strong, sour, or smoked beers, such as barleywines, rauchbiers, and
lambics. Patrick Dawson gives a list of easy-to-follow rules that lay the groundwork for
identifying these cellar-worthy beers and then delves into the mysteries behind how and
why they age as they do. Beer styles known for aging well are discussed and detailed
profiles of commonly available beers that fall into these categories are included. There
is also a short travel guide for bars and restaurants that specialize in vintage beer gives
readers a way to taste what this new craft beer frontier is all about.
Americans have brewed beers using native ingredients since pre-Columbian times, and
a new wave of brewers has always been at the forefront of the locavore movement.
Brewers use locally-grown, traditional ingredients as well as cultivated and foraged flora
to produce beers that capture the essence of the place they were made. In Brewing
Local, Stan Hieronymus examines the history of how distinctly American beers came
about, visits farm breweries, and goes foraging for both plants and yeast to discover
how brewers are using novel ingredients to create unique beers. The book introduces
brewers and drinkers to the ways herbs, flowers, plants, trees, and shrubs flavor
distinctive beers. A catalog of over 170 different ingredients describes the aroma and
flavor influence they have on beer. Brewing Local includes 22 recipes from nationally
recognized craft brewers and homebrewers.
This comprehensive guide covers all aspects of beer and brewing in Oregon, one of the
leading states in the craft brew revolution. • Features 190 breweries and brewpubs •
Each brewery profile includes beers brewed, special features, visitor information, and
the author's "Pick" of the best beer to try • Includes information on up-and-coming
breweries, local beer events, and more
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